Kate,

Please review the questions and comments from Cordelia Lighting and post on the site along with our colleagues. Please let me know if you have answers to the numbered questions at the bottom.

Thanks for all your help and for including us in this process,

-Todd Nauman

LED

1. If we submit a product and receive Energy Star approval then decide to change the light source (LED) and/or power supply with other Energy Star qualified components and the performance level is at least equal to the components used in the initial tested product, are we allowed to make this change without testing again?
2. Is there anything that we need to do before the change if no testing is required?

(The flexibility to change components is important to allow us to meet shipping deadlines and to plan for components shortages.)

Indoor Lighting

1. The standard defines “Decorative Pendants”, but does not define “Pendant”, what’s the difference?
2. When will the lumen output test procedure be available for light engines?
3. There are no outdoor requirements for CRI, CCT, and color maintenance, so these can be anything?
4. If our current products meet the new Luminaires standard, will we have to retest come October 1st?